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Camelann, the Charteris' homestead, situated on the Maryland-Pennsylvania border southwest of Gettysburg,
once a few acres with a small cabin, is now a 12,000-acre horse farm. In 1875, the enormous property boasts
an Indian School, several horse barns, and a chapel. The tiny cabin has grown to eight bedrooms. Summer
and Daniel Charteris have four children, and Louisa, Daniel's young half-sister also lives with them.  Abbey
Dupree, Daniel’s sister, and Will Thunder Cloud, her handsome half-breed husband, live half a continent
away on the Pine Ridge Reservation.   Star Riders picks up the epic tale of the Charteris family. Will
Thunder Cloud, is desperately ill with heart disease.  Fearful for his life, Abbey with their two small
children, rushes him cross country by rail to Philadelphia for medical attention.  Onboard, Major Tom
Custer, a younger brother of Colonel George Custer, the hero of Gettysburg and commander of the fabled
7th Cavalry, befriends Abbey. Their brief friendship explodes into a passionate encounter.  They both know
their illicit affair cannot continue, but well-meaning family and friends throw them together. History with all
its political intrigue and greed marches Tom and Abbey toward the terrible tragedy of Little Big Horn.
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From reader reviews:

Paul Heisler:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite guide and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Star Riders. Try to make the book Star Riders as your close friend. It
means that it can to get your friend when you truly feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter
than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you a lot more confidence because
you can know everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to knowledge with
this book.

Ann Cason:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different
content. As it is known to us that book is very important for people. The book Star Riders has been making
you to know about other expertise and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what
advantages for you. The publication Star Riders is not only giving you more new information but also to be
your friend when you really feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your guide. Try to make
relationship together with the book Star Riders. You never experience lose out for everything should you
read some books.

Melvin Dwyer:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the name Star Riders suitable
to you? The book was written by popular writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Star Ridersis the main
of several books this everyone read now. This book was inspired lots of people in the world. When you read
this guide you will enter the new shape that you ever know ahead of. The author explained their plan in the
simple way, and so all of people can easily to comprehend the core of this book. This book will give you a
large amount of information about this world now. To help you see the represented of the world within this
book.

Jo Jordan:

This Star Riders is great book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who else
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This book reveal it data accurately using
great coordinate word or we can declare no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read that hurriedly you can
have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but tricky core information
with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Star Riders in your hand like finding the world in your arm,
data in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no reserve that offer you world inside ten or fifteen
tiny right but this reserve already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs.
occupied do you still doubt which?
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